*) To be cold insulated, e.g. with polyethylene, if the temperature of the liquid in the secondary circuit is lower than the ambient temperature and the relative humidity is high.

**) Alternative pump:
Pump KL, 8.6A, 3x400V, 50Hz,
HP 115, 3kW, PN 115, motor turned 180°, Kolmexa, KL401020200
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Pipe name  | PN10 | PN16
---|---|---
P952-1  | HX 120-P952-1  | HX 120-P952-4
P952-2  | HX 120-P952-2  | HX 120-P952-3
P952-3  | HX 120-P952-3  | HX 120-P952-4
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